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2Introduction
• Today’s high-rise apartment buildings exhibit high 
degree of air-tightness. 
• They are also subjected to stack effect and seasonal, 
unpredictable, wind pressure variations. 
• Therefore, it is questionable if the adoption of direct-
type systems alone in place of the shared-type would 
yield the level of capture efficiency close to the hood 
design specification.
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6Figure 1: Layout of apartment used to analyze airflow
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7(a) 24‐hour temperature distribution for Jan. 1st (from CONTAM input)
(b) 24‐hour wind speed distribution for Jan. 1st (CONTAM input)
Figure 2: Example of CONTAM input for the 1st of January
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8(c) 24‐hour wind direction distribution for Jan. 1st (CONTAM input)
Figure 2: Example of CONTAM input for the 1st of January
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Figure 3: Performance curve for kitchen hood fan
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Figure 4: Assumed wind pressure curve surrounding the building by Azimuth
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Table 3: Apartment units selected for kitchen hood operation 
between 11:00-12:00
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37CMH
0.1Pa
47CMH
0.1Pa
75CMH
18Pa
476CMH 984CMH 356CMH
815CMH
23CMH
0.1Pa
14CMH
0.1Pa
75CMH
18Pa
28CMH
0.1Pa
(a) On 3rd floor at 12:00, Jan 1st
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6CMH
0Pa
9CMH
0Pa
15CMH
1Pa
2009CMH 5088CMH 2230CMH
2639CMH
9CMH
1Pa
3CMH
0Pa
4CMH
0Pa
2CMH
0Pa
(b) On 16th floor at 12:00, Jan 1st
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25CMH
0.1Pa
41CMH
0.1Pa
67CMH
15Pa
220CMH 4922CMH 1509CMH
1247CMH
66CMH
15Pa
33CMH
0.1Pa
12CMH
0.1Pa
21CMH
0.1Pa
(c) On 29th floor at 12:00, Jan 1st
Figure 5: Airflow characteristics for alt0
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32CMH
0Pa
42CMH
0Pa
74CMH
16Pa
477CMH 984CMH 355CMH
815CMH
173CMH
26Pa
0CMH
0CMH
0CMH
54CMH
0Pa
158CMH
1Pa
35CMH
0Pa
74CMH
18Pa
(a) On 3rd floor at 12:00, Jan 1st
1.5m/s
North
50CMH
1Pa 23CMH0Pa
75CMH
18Pa
42CMH
0Pa
74CMH
18Pa
32CMH
0Pa
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71CMH
1Pa
112CMH
1Pa
10CMH
1Pa
2008CMH 5083CMH 2230CMH
2637CMH
173CMH
25Pa
0CMH
0CMH
0CMH
42CMH
1Pa
74CMH
0Pa
22CMH
0Pa
10CMH
1Pa
North
42CMH
0Pa 28CMH0Pa
14CMH
1Pa
14CMH
0Pa
6CMH
0Pa
8CMH
0Pa
(b) On 16th floor at 12:00, Jan 1st
1.5m/s
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173CMH
25Pa
22CMH
0Pa
46CMH
0Pa
67CMH
15Pa
220CMH 4909CMH 1510CMH
1247CMH
0CMH
0CMH
0CMH
48CMH
0Pa
57CMH
1Pa
88CMH
16Pa
(c) On 29th floor at 12:00, Jan 1st
Figure 6: Airflow characteristics for alt1
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Figure 7: Flow rate distribution with fan operating at speed 1 
on the 30th floor [CMH]
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Figure 8: Pressure distribution with fan operating at speed 1 
on the 30th floor [Pa]
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Figure 9: Flow rate distribution with fan operating at speed 2 
on the 30th floor [CMH]
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Figure 10: Flow rate distribution with fan operating at speed 3 
on the 30th floor [CMH]
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Conclusions
(1) In the case of the reference model, when the 
exhaust hood is not in operation, both infiltration 
and leakage airflow are observed due to wind 
pressure and stack effect. When the exhaust hood 
system is in operation, the exhaust airflow rate 
remains constant at 322 CMH regardless of the 
level of building elevation. Therefore, we conclude 
that the operation of direct-type kitchen exhaust 
systems is highly effective in minimizing the 
influence of stack effect and wind pressure in the 
apartment units based on the reference model.
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(2) The level of stack effect increases as the 
building air-tightness or/and the door leakage 
area increase. The increased level of stack effect 
can develop negative pressure zones which work 
against exhaust airflow. The higher the level of 
building elevation is, the greater the degree of 
building air-tightness is, the use of a make-up air 
system should be considered in order to maintain 
the effective distribution of indoor air pressure.
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Thermal environmental Engineering, 3rd edition, Thomas H. Kuelhn
Example 18.9
Validity verification
Terminal 1
Terminal 2
Terminal 3
Fig. 2.5 Figure representing example problem by Thomas
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Table 5 : Results of Thomas’s and CONTAM
Thomas’s 
result CONTAM difference %
terminal 1 200 CMH 201CMH 0.5
terminal 2 300CMH 335CMH 11.67
terminal 3 500CMH 493CMH ‐1.4
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Thank you.
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